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NOTATION 
A list of the symbols used throughout this document and their definitions is 
provided below for convenience. Parameter values are shown in parentheses. 
Roman Symbols 
a... speed of sound 
Cp... specific heat at constant pressure 
CV... specific heat at constant volume 
e... internal energy 
i... z index of numerical solution 
r index of numerical solution 
k... 9 index of numerical solution or thermal conductivity 
1... turbulence model damping function 
m... time step index of numerical solution or rotational speed (revolutions /sec) 
outward unit normal vector 
p... pressure 
r... radius or radial coordinate 
t... time 
V... velocity	 -
xvi 
z... axial coordinate 
A... surface area 
A+... turbulence model parameter (26) 
ADFAC... Advanced Ducted Propfan Analysis Codes 
AQA... Angle of Attack aerodynamic analysis code 
AOAPLOT... Ducted propfan automated plotting program 
ASCII... American Standard Code for Information Interchange 
B... number of propeller blades 
Cp... power coefficient (C = P/pn3D5) 
Ct... thrust coefficient (Ct = T/pn2D4) 
Ccp... turbulence model parameter (1.6) 
Ckleb... turbulence model parameter (0.3) 
Cwake ... turbulence model parameter (0.25) 
C FL... Courant-Freidrichs-Levy number ( tXt/ tmax ,3table) 
CHGRIDV2... Ducted propfan grid generation code 
D... dissipation flux vector, turbulent damping parameter, or diameter 
DELT... adjacent cell grid spacing 
DELTLE... adjacent cell grid spacing at leading edge 
DELTTE... adjacent cell grid spacing at trailing edge 
F... flux vector in z direction or turbulence model function 
C... flux vector in r direction 
H... flux vector in 0 direction 
Ht... total enthalpy
xvii 
J... advance ratio (J U/nD) 
K... source term flux vector or turbulence model parameter (0.0168) 
L... length 
M... Mach number 
0... orthogonality 
P... power 
Pr... Prandtl number 
Prturjient... turbulent Prandtl number (0.9) 
Q... vector of dependent variables 
R... gas constant or residual or maximum radius 
RAT... maximum ratio of adjacent cell grid spacings 
ROTC GRID... Ducted propfan full rotor grid rotation program 
ROTCFLOW... Ducted propfan full rotor flow rotation program 
SDBLIB... Scientific DataBase Library (binary file formats) 
S... arc length or pertaining to surface area normal 
T... temperature or torque 
U... flight velocity 
V... volume
Greek Symbols 
cr... time-stepping factor 
8... local propfan blade angle 
03 ... 3/4 radius propfan blade setting angle
xviii 
modified second-order damping coefficient 
modified fourth-order damping coefficient 
p... density 
second-order damping coefficient 
fourth-order damping coefficient 
y... specific heat ratio 
S... spatial second-order central difference operator 
A... blockage factor 
Ay... second coefficient of viscosity (= -j) 
IL... coefficient of viscosity 
n... radial transformed variable 
.... axial transformed variable 
C... circumferential transformed variable 
ii ... damping factor 
T... boundary layer dissipation factor 
increment of change
Special Symbols 
V... spatial vector gradient operator 
spatial forward difference operator 
v... spatial backward difference operator 
-	 Superscripts
xix 
[j... averaged variable 
[}... dimensional variable 
[]... implicitly smoothed variable 
vector variable 
]... intermediate variable 
]''... time step index of variable
Subscripts 
[}effective" effective flow value 
[Ii,j,k•• grid point index of variable 
[]laminar" laminar flow value 
[ ]max ... maximum value 
[]min" minimum value 
[]p... related to pressure 
pressure (high pressure) surface 
[133 ... suction (low pressure) surface 
[It ... total quantity 
[Iz ... derivative or value with respect to z
derivative or value with respect to r
[] 9 ... derivative or value with respect to 9 
['turbulent ••• turbulent flow value 
11 00 ... freestream value 
[}ref ... reference value 
[]icleb... Kieb noff intermittency factor 
xx 
[}wake turbulent flow wake parameter 
112 ... second-order value 
114 ... fourth-order value
I. SUMMARY 
The primary objective of this study was the development of a time-dependent 
three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes aerodynamic analysis to predict unsteady com-
pressible transonic flows about ducted and unducted propfan propulsion systems at 
angle of attack. The computer codes resulting from this study are part of a group of 
codes referred to as ADPAC (Advanced Ducted Propfan Analysis Codes). This doc-
ument is the final report detailing the development and application of the ADPAC 
codes developed under Task II of NASA Contract NAS3-25270, Unsteady Ducted 
Propfan Analysis. 
Aerodynamic calculations were based on a four-stage Runge-Kutta time-marching 
finite volume solution technique with added numerical dissipation. A time-accurate 
implicit residual smoothing operator was utilized for unsteady flow predictions. A 
single H-type grid was used to discretize each blade passage for unducted propfans. 
For ducted propfans, a coupled system of five grid blocks utilizing an embedded 0- 
grid about the cowl leading edge were used to discretize each blade passage. Grid 
systems were generated by a combined algebraic/elliptic algorithm developed specif-
ically for ducted propfans. Numerical calculations were compared with experimental 
data for both ducted and unducted propfan flows. The solution scheme demonstrated 
efficiency and accuracy comparable with other schemes of this class.
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2. INTRODUCTION 
The development and demonstration of propfan propulsion systems in the last 
decade can be cited as a prime example of aerodynamic technology which has directly 
benefitted from the use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools (see Hager 
and Vrabel [11). The highly three-dimensional nature of the blade designs do not 
lend themselves easily to standard two-dimensional design philosophies, and therefore 
require advanced CFD analysis techniques to verify the performance of candidate 
designs. Numerical analyses for steady propfan flows in three spatial dimensions have 
been given by Barton et al. [2], Usab et al. [3], Saito et al. [4], Matsuo et al. [5], 
Kobayawa and Hatano [6], Celestina et al. [7], Whitfield et al. [8] and others. 
Recently, the concept of utilizing a ducted propfan (ultra high bypass fan) as a 
primary propulsion system has been considered, and has also been an area of intense 
CFD study. The ducted propfan utilizes the blade design concepts of the unducted 
propfan, while incorporating a thin profile cowl which aids in maintaining the aero-
dynamic loading in the blade tip region. An illustration of the aerodynamic charac-
teristics associated with ducted propfans is given in Fig. 2.1. The (efficiency) and 
bypass ratio (BPR) of a ducted propfan are expected to lie somewhere in between 
the performance of current high bypass ratio turbofan engines (BPR 4-8) and recent 
unducted propfan demonstrator engines (BPR 25-40). In addition, ducted propfans
4 
are expected to improve static thrust and acoustic signatures compared to unducted 
propfans, while permitting more flexible installation configurations. 
The advantages of the ducted propfan concept are offset by the additional drag 
imposed by the relatively large diameter cowl. Accurate prediction of the cowl drag 
has been the primary factor motivating the study of this concept in the CFD com-
munity. A three-dimensional analysis for steady ducted propfan flows was recently 
presented by Hall and Delaney [9], and Hall et al. [10]. Williams et al. [11] utilized 
a frequency-domain panel method for predicting both steady and unsteady ducted 
propfan flows. Unfortunately, their analysis was limited to zero thickness airfoils and 
ducts, and cannot accurately account for the transonic, vortical nature of high speed 
ducted propfan flowfields. 
With the acceptance of CFD as a design analysis tool, the trend in CFD research 
has been to examine more demanding flow conditions and provide some insight into 
the complex flow physics which are often assumed away in the normal design analysis 
process. In the investigation of propfan aerodynamics, one area of advanced CFD 
research is aimed at gaining an understanding of the time-dependent velocity and 
pressure fields generated when the axis of the propeller is inclined at an angle of 
attack to the incoming freestream. While the freestream flow may be uniform, the flow 
relative to the rotating blades varies with circumferential position, and the resulting 
flow is inherently unsteady due to this nonaxial inflow. This is clearly an area of 
importance since aircraft engine propeller installations rarely operate under ideal 
(zero incidence angle) conditions. The periodic unsteady flow generated by the angle 
of attack operation may generate undesirable structural/aerodynamic interactions
5 
and/or unacceptable acoustic noise levels, and therefore must be considered in the 
design process. Numerical methods for predicting the flow about unducted propfans 
at angle of attack have been demonstrated by Whitfield et al. [8] and Nallasamy and 
Groeneweg [12]. 
This document contains the Final Report for the ADPA C (Advanced Ducted 
Propfan Analysis Codes) 3D Euler/Navier-Stokes aerodynamic and grid generation 
analyses developed by the Allison Gas Turbine Division of the General Motors Corpo-
ration under Task II of NASA Contract NAS3-25270. The objective of this study was 
to develop a three-dimensional time-dependent Euler/Navier-Stokes analysis for high-
speed ducted propfan aircraft propulsion systems operating at angle of attack. This 
analysis consists of a grid generation scheme coupled with an advanced aerodynamic 
analysis code. The grid generation scheme is referred to as ADPAC-CHGRIDV2 or 
simply CHGRIDV2. The aerodynamic analysis is referred to as ADPAC-AOA or 
simply AQA. AOA utilizes a finite volume multiple-block four-stage Runge-Kutta 
numerical algorithm to predict the aerodynamics of ducted fan flows. Of particular 
interest was the ability to accurately predict the unsteady aerodynamics due to the 
angle of attack, and the complicated viscous flow interactions occurring between the 
rotating fan and the cowl. The use of a multiple grid block arrangement simplifies the 
calculation of the full rotor geometry required for angle of attack flows, and permits 
some unique grid arrangements for complicated ducted propfan geometries. 
Tinducted propfans are analyzed using a single sheared H-type grid for each blade 
passage. The analysis for ducted propfans is based on a numerically coupled multiple-
block grid arrangement with a body-centered C-type grid about the cowl, surrounded
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7 
by four H-type grid blocks for each blade passage. Predicted results using both grid 
systems were compared with available experimental data for several cases including 
a high-speed, high bypass 1.15 pressure ratio fan. 
To predict the flow about a ducted propfan at angle of attack using the analyses 
described in this document, the necessary sequence is: 
1. Define the geometry 
2. Generate a numerical grid for the domain of interest using CHGRIDV2. 
3. Run the Euler/ Navier- Stokes code ADPAC-AOA to predict the steady aerody-
namics. 
4. Rotate and duplicate the single-passage grid and steady state results using 
ADPAC-ROTCGRID and ADPAC-ROTCFLOW to provide full rotor initial 
data for the unsteady solution. 
5. Run the Euler/Navier-Stokes code ADPAC-AOA to predict the unsteady aero-
dynamics. 
6. Plot and process the results as needed using ADPAC-AOAPLQT or other codes. 
Separate sections are provided in the chapters which follow to describe the basis 
and operation of the codes used in the steps above. A theoretical development of 
the grid generation algorithms for both ducted and unducted architectures is given 
in Chapter 2. The 3-D time-marching Euler/Navier-Stokes analysis is detailed in 
Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, a summary of the predicted results and verification studies
8 
performed to validate the accuracy of the analysis is presented. A summary of the 
conclusions of this study is given in Chapter 5. 
It is worthwhile mentioning that the development and application of the codes 
described in this manual were performed on UNIX-based computers. All files are 
stored in machine-independent format. Small files utilize standard ASCII format, 
while larger files, which benefit from some type of binary storage, are written in 
a machine-independent format through the Scientific DataBase Library (SDBLIB) 
routines [13] The SDBLIB format utilizes machine-dependent input/output routines 
which permit machine independence of the binary data file. The SDBLIB routines 
are under development at the NASA Lewis Research Center. 
Most of the plotting and graphical postprocessing of the solutions was performed 
on graphics workstations. Presently, the PLOTSD [14], SURF [15], and FAST [16] 
graphics software packages developed at the NASA Ames Research Center are being 
extensively used for this purpose, and plot output has been tailored for this software. 
In addition, due to the increasing popularity of the PostScript page description lan-
guage, and the variety of devices which can display PostScript-based output, a number 
of plotting procedures included in the ADPAC package utilize standard PostScript 
routines.
9
3. GRID GENERATION ALGORITHM 
In this chapter, the numerical algorithm forming the basis of the ducted/unducted 
propfan analysis grid generation scheme is described. The geometry and computa-
tional domain are briefly described in the first section below. 
3.1 Computational Domain 
The problem of interest is either a ducted or unducted propfan geometry oper-
ating at angle of attack. as shown in Fig 3.1. Geometric parameters are expressed in 
a cylindrical coordinate system referenced to the propfan axis. The axial coordinate 
lies along the propeller axis of rotation, the radial coordinate is perpendicular to the 
axis of rotation, and the circumferential coordinate sweeps in the counter-clockwise 
direction when viewed down the axis of rotation (i.e. looking downstream). This 
coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The hub and duct contours are assumed 
to be axisymmetric surfaces (no circumferential variation). This is presently a limita-
tion of the grid generation scheme only. The aerodynamic analysis can be applied to 
nonaxisymmetric duct geometries presuming a suitable grid system can be generated. 
It is further assumed that the airfoil tips are fully enclosed within the duct for ducted 
configurations (although this limitation could be easily relaxed). For steady flow and
10 
a periodic geometry, the computational domain may be reduced to a single blade 
passage, circumferentially, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The problem is further simplified by 
fixing the computational domain to the rotating blade elements. The resulting flow 
predictions are therefore based on the steady flow relative to the rotating blade. At 
angle of attack, however, we no longer expect the flow to be spatially perdiodic with 
respect to the blade pitch (circumferential spacing), and therefore the computational 
domain must be expanded to include the entire propfan. 
In order to implement a finite volume numerical solution of the unsteady aero-
dynamics for a complete rotor system, the flowpath must be subdivided into a finite 
number of smaller elements within the overall region of interest. To enhance the qual-
ity of the numerical solution, we further specify that these subdivisions be constructed 
in a relatively smooth and orderly manner with some arbitrary limitation on both 
the relative spacing between cells and the total number of cells in the computational 
domain. Each of these subdivisions will be used to define an elemental computational 
cell which will form the geometric basis of the finite volume aerodynamic solver to be 
described in a later chapter. 
The methods by which the computational cells are constructed differs slightly for 
ducted and unducted propfans. Unducted propfans utilize a single H-type grid per 
blade passage. This grid is then duplicated circumferentially to construct a multiple-
grid block system for the complete rotor. Ducted propfans utilize a coupled system 
of five grid blocks per blade passage. An embedded C-type grid is wrapped about the 
leading edge of the cowl to enhance the resolution and accuracy of the aerodynamic 
predictions in this critical area. The C-type grid is surrounded by a network of
11 
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four H-type grids which connect the inner C-grid to the outer computational domain 
boundaries. Separate sections are provided below to illustrate the details of the grid 
generation sequence for both unducted and ducted propfan geometries. 
3.2 Unducted Propfan Grid Generation 
The grid generation scheme for unducted propfans is based on a procedure 
originally developed by Mulac [17]. The approach here is to first construct a two-
dimensional axisymmetric mesh in the meridional (z, r) plane, followed by a separate 
construction in the circumferential direction to determine the final three-dimensional 
mesh. 
The two-dimensional axisymmetric mesh is constructed by dividing the merid-
ional plane into several subregions as shown in Fig. 3.2 for an unducted propfan. 
The regions of interest include the inlet, blade, exit, and outer flow regions. These 
regions are individually gridded in the two-dimensional plane to satisfy the conditions 
of common grid points along region interface boundaries, and a suitable distribution 
of points within each region. 
The various regions differed in their individual construction. The distribution of 
points in any region is given axially and radially by one of three point distribution 
routines. These routines are described in the paragraphs below. All interpolations of 
coordinates were performed using spline interpolation routines. 
The distribution of the points on the meridional blade plane in both the radial 
and axial directions is determined by a simple geometric progression radiating from 
a symmetric centerline referred to as packing algorithm #1 described below.
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Unducted Propfan H-Grid Generation Subregions 
Blade Region 
Figure 3.2: Meridional plane projection grid generation subregions for an unducted 
propeller
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Packing algorithm 1 
This algorithm packs the mesh at both ends of the point distribution based only on 
RAT. 
Given:
D total projected length of cubic spline curve 
RAT ratio of adjacent cell projected lengths 
M number of points distributed across D (must be odd) 
the initial cell length of the progression is calculated as 
D 
DELT= (3.1) M/2)+1 (RAT) 
The point distribution is then given by 
P(i) 
=	 (DELT)RAT)(i1); i = 2, (M/2) + 1	 (3.2) j=2 
The remaining points (i = (M12) +2, M) are determined from the known sym-
metry of the point distribution.
Packing algorithm /2 
The second construction utilizes a slightly different packing algorithm. This 
algorithm packs the mesh either at the initial end of the point distribution (RAT> 
1) or at the terminal end (RAT < 1). In this case, D, RAT, and DELT are specified 
along with N, the total number of curves in the region upon which the points are to
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be distributed, leaving M to be determined. The value of M is calculated iteratively 
until the the following conditions are satisfied: 
ID'	 M 
(DELT)max = >2 (RAT)2 i=1 
ID'	 M 
(.DELT)mjn = i=1 
where
(D\ 
=max DELTJrnax
	
DELT)1,N 
( D \	 / D \ 
DELT)
 min= 
mm (DELT)1,N	 (3.3) 
These conditions guarantee that neither the adjacent cell ratios, nor their in-
verses, exceed RAT. The resulting point distribution is then given by 
P(i) 
= >2 (DELT)(RAT)J ,2 = 1,M	 (3.4) j=2 
This approach is used axially in the inlet and exit regions, and radially in the 
outer boundary region.
Packing algorithm 3 
The third packing algorithm is used to determine the axial point distribution 
between blade rows. This algorithm packs the mesh at both ends of the point distri-
bution based on RAT and a given initial spacing at each end. The packing is denser 
at the ends for RAT> 1, and denser in the middle for RAT < 1. 
Given:
D total projected length of cubic spline curve
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RAT maximum ratio of adjacent cell projected lengths 
DELTTE initial cell width (forward blade row trailing edge) 
DELTLE initial cell width (aft blade row leading edge) 
N total number of curves upon which the points are to be distributed 
the following values are then calculated: 
DTE = (	 DELTTE 
DELTTE + DELTLE) D 	 (3.5) 
DLE	 DELTLE 
DELTTE + DELTLE) D 	 (3.6) 
The value of M is determined iteratively until the following conditions are satisfied: 
ID'	 M 
(DELT)ma <	 RAT 2	 (3.7) i=1 
ID'	 M 
(.DELT)
 min > RAT 2	 (3.8) i=1 
where: 
I D' (DTE)(DLE 
= max ,j )	 =  1,N	 (3.9) \DELTJmaz DELTTE DELTLE 
ID\ 
DELT)
IDTE 
min 	 mint\DELTTE)
DLE 
(DELTLE) ,j = 1,N	 (3.10)
Again, this ensures that neither the adjacent cell ratios, nor their inverses exceed 
RAT. The point distribution is then given from the two ends of the curve by: 
P(i) =	 (DELTTE)(RAT)i, i = 1,M	 (3.11) 
j=1
1 
P(2 * M —1—i) = D - >(DELTLE)(RAT)2 , 1 = 1,M	 (3.12) 
j=1 
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The blade region is generated initially. This region is defined by the axisymmetric 
projection of the blade hub and tip boundaries, and the blade leading and trailing 
edges. The number of points defining the blade region axially and radially is directly 
specified by the user. The point distributions are determined by packing algorithm 
#1. Once the blade points are determined, the inlet region pictured in Fig. 3.2 is 
computed next using packing algorithm #2. The exit region is constructed in the 
same manner as the inlet region. Finally, the radial distribution of points in the outer 
region is determined from packing algorithm #2. Once the meridional plane grid 
has been calculated, the full three-dimensional grid is constructed. The blade twist 
and thickness distributions are used to determine the circumferential coordinates for 
the blade regions. The remaining circumferential coordinates are based on utilizing 
packing algorithm #1 in the blade-to-blade plane. The circumferential variation of 
grid points upstream and downstream of the blade regions is adjusted to provide a 
smooth transition such that the grid lines become parallel to the axis of rotation away 
from the blade region. 
A sample grid for an unducted propfan based on this grid generation technique 
is given in Fig. 3.3. Once the grid for a single blade passage has been constructed, it 
is a simple matter to duplicate and rotate this grid circumferentially to complete the 
construction of the full rotor. The total number of grid blocks in this case is N, where 
N represents the number of rotor blades. Again, this clearly implies an axisymmetric 
hub surface, although the aerodynamic analysis does not require this limitation. 
The emphasis in this development, as in Mulac [17], was to maintain a reasonable 
grid quality, rather. than a specific number of grid points. Due to the algebraic
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nature of the scheme, the construction is performed relatively easily and inexpensively. 
Unfortunately, this approach can have drawbacks under certain conditions. Since 
a portion of the grid generation sequence involves finding the intersection of two 
aribtrary curves, it has been observed that this can produce unexpected results when 
the two curves in question have nearly identical slopes near their intersection point. 
In some cases, it is possible to generate curves which have no intersection, and the 
grid generation scheme will clearly fail. In addition, blades or cowls with thick or 
blunt leading edges may not be well represented by this scheme when a relatively low 
number of grid points is used. Finally, the construction may occasionally have limits 
based on the number of grid points in a particular region due to the inability to satisfy 
one or more of the adjacent cell ratio constraints in the packing algorithms. In spite 
of these drawbacks, for most problems involving relatively conventional geometries, 
this approach has been found to be more than adequate. 
3.3 Ducted Propfan Grid Generation 
The grid generation scheme for ducted propfans utilizes a number of concepts 
developed in the previous section relating the construction of grids for unducted prop-
fans. Again, the mesh for a single blade passage is generated by first constructing a 
two-dimensional grid in the meridional plane. For ducted propfans, a slightly differ-
ent subdivision approach is utilized. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the boundaries of the various 
subregions used in the construction of the grids for ducted propfan geometries. The 
overall grid system consists of five separate grid blocks as shown by the thick lines 
defining the block boundaries. A single body-centered C-type grid is wrapped about
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Figure 3.3: Sample grid for an unducted propfan
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the leading edge of the cowl, represented by Block #3 in Fig. 3.4. The use of the 
body-centered grid is advantageous in that the grid skewness normally associated 
with simple sheared H-type grid systems n the vicinity of the cowl leading edge can 
be eliminated. The remaining four blocks (#1, #2, #4, and #5) are H-type grids 
which surround the C-type grid and connect the inner grid to the outer boundaries of 
the computational domain. Several of the subdomains of the individual grid blocks 
are similar to those used in the unducted propfan grid construction, so the extension 
of the algorithm for ducted propfans is obvious. The blade, mid-inlet, inlet, mid-exit, 
exit, and outer regions are all constructed in basically the same manner for the C-grid 
as they were for the H-grid. In this case, the axial locations of the upstream boundary 
of the mid-inlet and the downstream boundary of the mid-exit regions are specified 
as a fraction of the cowl axial chord upstream and downstream of the cowl leading 
and trailing edges, respectively. The outer boundary for the C-grid (block # 3 ) and 
the upstream and downstream H-grids (blocks #2 and #4) is created from a line 
displaced from the outer surface of the cowl by an amount equal to the average of 
the blade leading edge and trailing edge tip gaps. This line is extended upstream and 
downstream at the radius of the ends. The near-cowl region is then discretized by the 
C-grid as shown in Fig. 3.4. The construction of blocks 1,2,4, and 5 follows directly 
from the development of the the subregion grids for unducted propfans, so no further 
discussion is presented here. Instead, the underlying algorithm for the C-grid (block 
3) is presented in the paragraphs below. 
Grid points for the C-grid block surrounding the cowl are determined in a three-
step procedure. In the first step, the inner and outer boundary points are specified.
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Ducted Propfan Multiple-Block C-Grid Subregions 
Blade Region 
Figure 3.4: Axisymmetric plane projection grid generation subregions for a ducted 
propeller
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In the second step, the interior points are determined. In the third step, the interior 
grid points are clustered near the surface of the cowl to adequately resolve the cowl 
boundary layer for viscous flow calculations. Each step has several options each of 
which is described below. 
The outer boundary points of the C-grid are determined by the surrounding four 
blocks. This is based on the requirement of coincident points along all block bound-
aries. The number of points along the upstream plane of the C-grid is determined by 
twice the number of radial grid lines in the C-grid (NPBCAB) plus one. The number 
of points from the cowl surface to the outer boundary of the C-grid (NPBCAB) is 
specified by the user, which also fixes the number of points along the C-grid block exit 
plane. The cowl surface points are determined through one of two procedures. The 
first method performs a simple interpolation of the input coordinates based on arc 
length around the cowl such that the relative arc length distributions of the cowl sur-
face points and the corresponding outer boundary points are the same. Unfortunately, 
this can often lead to highly skewed mesh lines near the cowl surface. To circumvent 
this problem, an option was provided which allows the cowl surface grid points to 
"float" along the contour of the cowl in a manner that would impose orthogonality 
at the cowl surface to a line extending from the cowl point to the corresponding 
outer boundary point. The movement of the cowl surface grid points is controlled 
by a secant iteration procedure which optimizes the orthogonality of the surface grid 
point location as a function of arc length along the cowl, while maintaining a smooth 
transition through neighboring surface grid points. The new cowl coordinates are 
determined from the updated value of arc length through a linear interpolation of the
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arc length and cowl coordinates originally specified. The resulting grid thus possesses 
improved orthogonality characteristics along the cowl contour, which is desirable in 
terms of solution accuracy. 
The secant iteration procedure described above for the cowl surface grid points 
is expressed as:
5k+1 - + (0.0 -	 - S1) 
-	
2k - Ok_i)	 (3.13) (Q  
where Si is arc length measured clockwise around the cowl from a fixed reference 
location (1) to the point (i), k is the secant iteration count, and Oi is the measure of 
nonorthogonality. The orthogonality measure was based on the change of arc length 
5grid between the outer point and the corresponding inner point. The optimized 
point occurs when O = dSgrjd/dSk
 = 0. 
The starting values for the secant iteration are determined by using an initial 
point distribution obtained from the cowl surface grid point distribution scheme based 
on arc length (the first method described above). 
In order to avoid overlapping grid lines and to maintain stability, the new surface 
grid point locations were never allowed to migrate more than one third of the distance 
between the original point and the neighboring grid points. 
The interior grid points of the C-grid are determined through one of two meth-
ods. The first method is a simple algebraic interpolation of coordinates between the 
inner and outer C-grid boundary point distributions. In the second method, the 
interior points are generated through the numerical solution of a set of elliptic equa-
tions controlling a weighted distribution of grid smoothness, orthogonality, and grid 
point density based .on a variational formulation originally developed by Brackbill
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and Saltzman [18]. A brief description of this scheme is given below. 
For a two-dimensional grid, the following integral expressions may be derived to 
evaluate critical aspects of the overall grid quality in physical space: 
Grid smoothness:
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= f f [(VE)I + (V,) 2]dzdr	 (3.14) 
Grid orthogonality:
lo = f f[(V^) . (Vij)]dzdr	 (3.15) 
Grid point density:
Iw = f f w(z, r)Jdzdr	 (3.16) 
where:
=(z,r) 77 =,(z,r)
	 (3.17) 
0(z, r) (3.18) 
and where V is the Cartesian gradient vector operator. The term w(z, r) is a user-
specified function the magnitude of which is proportional to the desired grid point 
density in physical space. 
Obviously, the smoothest possible grid is obtained when 1.9 is minimized, the 
most orthogonal grid is obtained when Io is minimized, and the grid with the most 
desirable point density is obtained when 1vi is minimized. By minimizing a weighted 
sum of these terms, i.e:
II3+CoIo+CI
	 (3.19) 
the constants Co, Cw may be used to control the relative importance of orthogonality 
and point density, respectively, in the overall grid point distribution. By exchang-
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ing dependent and independent variables, and applying the concepts of variational 
calculus for minimizing functions using the Euler-Lagrange equations, the following 
nonlinear coupled set of equations results: 
+ b2z + b3 zip1
 + a1r + a2r + a3r,rn	 2w Oz
	 (3.20) 
ai zee + a2z + a3z + c1r + c2r + c3r, =
	 2w	 (3.21) 
where the coefficients (ai , b, c, i = 1,3) are all functions of the coordinate derivatives 
as:
al = a31 + Coa0j
 + Cwavi 
a2
 = a32 + C0a02 + Cwa,2 
a3
 a33+Coa03+Cwa3 
bj
 = b31 + Cobol
 + Cwbj 
b2 = b32 + C0b02 + Cwb2 
b3
 = b 3
 + C0b03 + Cwb3
cj
 = c31 + C0c01 + Cwc,1
= C32 +C0c02 + Cwc2 
C3 = C33 + C0c03 + CWCv3 
where:
(3.22) 
	
a31 = —(aa)a,	 a32 = 2(aa)/3,	 a33 = —(aa)7 
	
= (bb)a,	 b32 = —2(bb)/3,	 b33 = (bb)7 
C
.91- = (cc)a,	 C32 =	 C33 =
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'201 = z77 r77 ,	 a02 = zer + z77rE ,	 (103 = zer 
b01 = 4,	 b02 = 2 (2zzV + rr),	 b03 = 
col 
= 4,	 CO2 = 2(zez + 2tTi),	 CO3 = r 
avi = Z777'77	 av2 =	 + Z11T,	 av3 = — Z7' 
bvi = 4,	 b 2 = —2rr,7 ,	 b3 = 
cvi = z,,	 Cv2 = —2z3,	 Cv3 Z 
(aa) = zre +z,7r,7,	 (bb) =r +4,	 (cc) = z + 4 
a = (4 + y)/J3 ,	 $ = (xxi +	 y = (x + y)/J3	 (3.23) 
When Co = 0 and C = 0 the standard Laplace grid generation scheme results. 
This system is more complex than the usual Laplace-based grid generation schemes 
[19], but is still solvable using standard relaxation techniques. In this case, an iterative 
successive overrelaxation Gauss-Seidel solution technique is applied to solve the finite-
difference equations resulting from a second-order central-difference approximation of 
the resulting equations. For example:
-	 + zi_1,j 
()2	 (3.24) 
x 71 xi+1,j+1 - xi+l,_l + xi_1,_1 - x_l,+l	 (3.25) (ii7) 
Normally, the recommended approach is to set CO3 Cw = 0 which effectively 
reduces the scheme to a Laplace solver. The additional complexity of the variational 
approach is presented here for completeness, but has not been found to be particularly 
useful for the present applications.
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Once the interior points of the C-grid have been generated through the sequence 
just described, a reinterpolation of grid coordinates is performed along grid lines 
normal to the cowl surface to provide mesh clustering about the cowl for viscous 
flow calculations. The clustering is based on a one-sided Roberts transformation 
(see e.g. [20]). The initial grid distribution is used as the basis for the interpolation 
performed during the mesh clustering process. All interpolations are based on arc 
length S along a given grid line emanating from the cowl surface. Given the distri-
bution of coordinates (z, r) along a given grid line, and the corresponding arc length 
distribution 5, the clustered dsitribution of coordinates is determined as: 
-	
(/3+1)—(/3-1)[(i3+1)/(/9-1)]'—i S . 
-
S.	
(P
[(f3 + l)/(f3 - 1)]1-3 + 1
	
(3.26) 
where /3 is a user-specified parameter which controls the amount of clustering 
(/3 ^ 1, more clustering as 3 approaches 1), 3 = j/jmaz where  is the numerical index 
of a particular point, and jmaz is the maximum numerical index of the grid normal 
to the cowl surface. A corresponding reinterpolation of points is also performed for 
grid block #4 to maintain the continuity of grid points across the block boundary 
separating blocks #3 and #4. 
A sample multiple-block C-grid mesh network is shown in Fig. 3.5 for a ducted 
propfan geometry.
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Figure 3.5: Sample multiple-block C-grid for a ducted propfan
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4. 3D EULER/NAVIER-STOKES NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 
This chapter contains a description of the time-dependent multiple-grid block 
Euler/Navier-Stokes ducted propfan aerodynamic analysis. The definitions of the 
pertinent variables used in this chapter may be found in the Nomenclature. 
4.1 Nondimensionalizatjon 
To simplify the numerical treatment, all variables in the numerical solution are 
nondimensionalized by reference values as follows: 
_____
	 7-,
	 iz	 ir  VZ	 , Vr =	 , v9= 
Lref	 ref	 Vref	 Vref	 Vref 
____	 p	 __ 
CV - 
____
UP =
Pref	 l'ref	 ref	 Rref' 
T =
	
= CaLref  
T,.	
___  
ef	 Pref	 Vref 
The reference quantities are defined as follows: 
Lref is the maximum diameter of the propfan blade 
Pref is the freestream relative total pressure 
Pref is the freestream relative total density
k	 k 
kref
(4.1) 
aref is determined from the freestream relative total conditions
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= /7Pref/Pref 
Vref is determined from the freestream acoustic velocity as 
are f 
Vref = 
Iref is the freestream viscosity 
kref is the freestream thermal conductivity 
Rref is the freestream gas constant 
Tref is the freestream temperature 
4.2 Governing Equations 
The numerical solution procedure is based on the strong conservation law form of 
the Navier-Stokes equations expressed in a cylindrical coordinate system. The Euler 
equations may be derived as a subset of the Navier-Stokes equations by neglecting 
viscous dissipation and thermal conductivity terms (i.e. - p and k = 0). By integrating 
the differential form of the Navier-Stokes equations over a rotating finite control 
volume, the following equations are obtained: 
f O(Q)dV Tt  + L(Q) = f KdV + L 3 (Q)	 (4.2) 
where:
L(Q) = fdA [Pj dA + C dAr +	 - rwQ)dA9]	 (4.3) 
and:
L3(Q) = LA [P 8dAz + Ovi,dAr + ffVi sdAO]	 (4.4)
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The terms Linv and L3 represent the cell face mass, momentum, and energy flux 
evaluations for the inviscid, and viscous components, respectively. 
The vector of dependent variables Q is defined as: 
P
PVz 
Q = PVr	 (4.5) 
pv9 
pet 
where the velocity components Vz,vr, and v9 are the absolute velocity components 
in the axial, radial, and circumferential directions relative to the propfan coordinate 
system, respectively (see e.g. - Fig. 3.1). The total energy function, et , is defined 
as:
et= (7-1)p '°6
	 (4.6) 
The individual flux functions are defined as: 
PVz 
pv +P 
Finv= PVzVr 
rpvzv9 
pvH
PVzv,. 
Ginv pv+p 
7pVrV9 
pvrH
pv6
PVzv9 
Hinv=	 PVrV9 
r(pv +p) 
pv9
 H
(4.7)
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0 
Tzz 
F 3 = Tzr 
TzO 
qz 
Pv = F(Q),
0 
Trz 
Gvis = 'Trr 
Tr9 
qr 
OV=
0 
T9z 
Hvis = TOT 
TOO 
q9 
H=H(Q) 
Av = Hv()
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
The flux variables F, U, and R are determined at each grid cell interface by deter-
mining the average (Q) of the cell-centered dependent variables from the individual 
finite volumes adjoining the interface. 
Finally, the cylindrical coordinate system source term is: 
1	 0	 1 
	
10	 I 
	
K__	 I 
=	 r	 — TOO I	 (4.10) 
0 
10] 
It should be noted that in the numerical algorithm, the radius used in the cylindrical 
source term K is carefully formulated to guarantee numerical conservation for the 
radial momentum equation. That is, for a uniform stagnant flow, the radius in the 
radial momentum equation is chosen such that both sides of the radial momentum 
equation are equal. This ensures that small geometric errors do not corrupt the 
conservative nature of the numerical scheme. The total enthalpy, H, is related to the 
total energy by:
H=et+	 (4.11) 
-	 p
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The viscous stress terms may be expressed as: 
(Ov) +
	
-. 
=	 i	 )1 V V, TZZ	 2 (4.12) 
f Ov.\
= '	
) Oz 
rzr I+ (901] (4.13) 
l(I
rth'r' +( Tze=2IL_)
	 Oz (4.14) 
rrr	 2u ( OV—r) + .\vV (4.15) 
TrO = 2,a + (8Vo 4.16) rOZ) Or nj 
fi8,9	 9v\	 -. (4.17) 
rj 
VZTZZ + Vrrzr + VO TzO + k OT
 
Oz  (4.18) 
qr = VT	 + Vnrnn + VOTrO + k OT (4.19) 
qO
 = VZT	 +	 + v9r99 + k OT  
ao
(4.20)
where ji is the first coefficient of viscosity, )v is the second coefficient of viscosity, 
and:
(4.21) Oz Or r 0 r 
The remaining viscous stress terms are defined through the identities: 
Trz = Tzr,	 (4.22) 
'Or = TrO,	 (4.23) 
TOz = TzO,	 (4.24) 
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This integral form of the governing equations is applied to a generalized finite volume 
in physical space as shown in Fig. 4.1. The cell surface areas dA, dAt , and dA9 are 
calculated using the cross product of the diagonals of a cell face, and the cell volume 
is determined by a procedure outlined by Hung and Kordulla [21] for generalized 
nonorthogonal cells. 
In order to conveniently determine the viscous stress terms and thermal conduc-
tion terms across an arbitrary cell interface, a generalized coordinate transformation 
is applied to the viscous stress terms as follows: 
= (z,r,9),
	 77 = (z,r,O),	 C = (z,r,9)	 (4.25) 
The chain rule may then be used to expand the various derivatives in the viscous 
stresses as: 
_8 
- 8z ' 
8778 88 (4.26) 
888
 1071 8 49C i9 (4.27) 
888 1977 a 88 (4.28)
The transformed derivatives may now be easily calculated by differencing the vari-
ables in computational space, and utilizing the appropriate identities for the metric 
differences (see e.g. [20]). 
4.3 Runge-Kutta Time Integration 
The time-stepping scheme used to advance the discretized equations is a four-
stage Runge-Kutta integration. The solution proceeds as: 
Qi = Qfl - a1 tt[L(Q') + D(Q'2)], 
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Figure 4.1: Three-dimensional finite volume cell
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Q2 = Qfl - c 2 tt[L(Q 1 ) + D(Q)J, 
Q3 = Qfl - cx3 Et[L(Q2 ) + D(QTh)J, 
= Qfl - a4 it[L(Q3 ) + D(QTh)], 
Qfl+l = Q4
	 (4.29) 
where:
	
1	 1	 1 
	
aj=,	 a2 = '	 a3=,	 a4=1	 (4.30) 
and:
L(Q) = L (Q) - L 3 (Q)	 (4.31) 
Linear stability analysis indicates that this scheme is stable for all time incre-
ments St which satisfy the stability criteria CFL < 2'2-. The CFL number may be 
defined in a one-dimensional manner as:
At CFL =
	
	 (4.32) Iu+a 
Z 
This factor is calculated for each coordinate direction, and then geometrically av-
eraged to obtain the maximum allowable time increment for a given computational 
cell.
For steady flows, an acceleration technique known as local time stepping is used 
to enhance convergence to the steady-state solution. Local time stepping utilizes the 
maximum allowable time increment at each point during the course of the solution. 
While this destroys the physical nature of the transient solution, the steady-state 
solution is unaffected and can be obtained more efficiently. For unsteady flow cal-
culations, of course, a uniform value of the time step At must be used at every grid 
point to maintain the time-accuracy of the solution.
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4.4 Fluid Properties 
The working fluid is assumed to be air acting as a perfect gas, thus the ideal gas 
equation of state has been used. Fluid properties such as specific heats, specific heat 
ratio, and Prandtl number are assumed to be constant. The fluid viscosity is either 
specified as a constant, or derived from the Sutherland (see e.g. [20]) formula: 
3 
(T)	 (4.33) 
The so-called second coefficient of viscosity AV is fixed according to: 
2 
=	 (4.34) 
The thermal conductivity is determined from the viscosity and the definition of the 
Prandtl number as:
- P7.	 (4.35) 
4.5 Turbulence Model 
As a result of computer limitations regarding storage and execution speed, the 
effects of turbulence are introduced through an appropriate turbulence model and 
solutions are performed on a numerical grid designed to capture the macroscopic 
(rather than the microscopic) behavior of the flow. A relatively standard version of 
the Baldwin-Lomax [22] turbulence model was adopted for this analysis. This model 
is computationally efficient, and has been successfully applied to a wide range of 
geometries and flow conditions.
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The effects of turbulence are introduced into the numerical scheme by utiliz-
ing the Boussinesq approximation (see e.g. [20]), resulting in an effective calculation 
viscosity defined as:
Ieffective = /laminar + Itturbulent	 (4.36) 
The simulation is therefore performed using an effective viscosity which combines the 
effects of the physical (laminar) viscosity and the effects of turbulence through the 
turbulence model and the turbulent viscosity ILturbulent. 
The Baldwin-Lomax model specifies that the turbulent viscosity be based on an 
inner and outer layer of the boundary layer flow region as: 
I (Pturbulent)inner, Y :5 I/crossover 
I turbulent = S	 (4.37) I (I'turbulent)outer, 1/ > I/crossover 
where y is the normal distance to the nearest wall, and Yc'rossover is the smallest 
value of y at which values from the inner and outer models are equal. The inner and 
outer model turbulent viscosities are defined as: 
(Iturb) inner = p12 IwI	 (4.38) 
( !Lturb)outer = KCC7PFWakeFk1ebY
	
(4.39) 
Here, the term 1 is the Van Driest damping factor 
1 = ky(l - e(_Y/4+)) 	 (4.40) 
i is the vorticity magnitude, Fwake is defined as: 
Fwake = ymazFmaz	 (4.41)
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where the quantities Ymax, Fmax are determined from the function 
F(y) = y I w I[l - e(Y/4)]	 (4.42) 
The term y+ is defined as
PI''I	 (443) ILlaminar 
The quantity FMAX is the maximum value of F(y) that occurs in a profile, and 
YMAX is the value of y at which it occurs. The determination of FMAX and YMAX 
is perhaps the most difficult aspect of this model for three-dimensional flows. The 
profile of F(y) versus y can have several local maximums, and it is often difficult to 
establish which values should be used. In this case, FMAX is taken as the maximum 
value of F(y) between a y+ value of 350.0 and 1000.0. The function Fkleb is the 
Kiebanoff intermittency factor given by 
Fkleb(y) = [1 + 5.5( Ckleb7/)6]_1 (4.44) 1/max  
and the remainder of the terms are constants defined as: 
A+=26, 
Ccp = 1.6,
Ckleb = 0.3,
k = 0.4,
K = 0.0168 (4.45) 
In practice, the turbulent viscosity is limited such that it never exceeds 1000.0 times 
the laminar viscosity.
EI] 
The turbulent flow thermal conductivity term is also treated as the combination 
of a laminar and turbulent quantity as: 
keffedive = kiaminar + kturlent	 (4.46) 
For turbulent flows, the turbulent thermal conductivity kturlent is determined from 
a turbulent Prandtl number Prturlent such that 
I'Tturbulent = CØiturbulent kturient	 (4.47) 
The turbulent Prandtl number is normally chosen to have a value of 0.9. 
In order to properly utilize this turbulence model, a fairly large number of grid 
cells must be present in the boundary layer flow region, and, perhaps of greater im-
portance, the spacing of the first grid cell off of a wall should be small enough to 
accurately account for the inner "law of the wall" turbulent boundary layer profile 
region. Unfortunately, this constraint is typically not satisfied due to grid-induced 
problems or excessive computational costs, especially for time-dependent flow calcu-
lations. A convenient technique to suppress this problem is the use of wall functions 
to replace the inner turbulent model function, and solve for the flow on a somewhat 
coarser grid. This technique has not been tested for the current application, but 
would appear to be a reasonable area for future research. Practical applications of 
the Baldwin-Lomax model for three-dimensional viscous flow must be made with the 
limitations of the model in mind. The Baldwin-Lomax model was designed for the 
prediction of wall bounded turbulent shear layers, and is not likely to be well suited 
for flows with massive separations or large vortical structures. There are, unfortu-
nately, a number of applications for ducted and unducted propfans where this model
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is likely to be invalid. This is also likely to be an area requiring improvement in the 
future.
4.6 Artificial Dissipation 
An artificial dissipation operator (D) is added to the numerical scheme to control 
oscillations in the solution which result from the centered-difference approach in the 
flux derivative formulation. This problem is especially prevalent near shock waves, 
and it has been observed that the formulation of the dissipative term can have a 
significant influence on the final numerical solution. Jameson [23] demonstrated that 
a dissipative system combining second- and fourth-difference smoothing terms can ef-
fectively eliminate undesirable numerical oscillations without destroying the accuracy 
of the solution. The scheme presented below is stable for all time steps satisfying the 
CFL-related time step limitation
CFL < 2V2- (4.48) 
The dissipation operator is constructed in the following manner: 
Dz(Q)d. 1—d. 1 .	 (4.49) 
	
z+ i,k	 z—,j,k V.1.
2)	 zQ 
s+,j,k	
1	
+,j,k - ()• 1 dj+jk =
	
{ '21ilk] 
(4.50) 
where:
= ?c2maz (vj+1,j,k, vjjk)	 (4.51)
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(i). 1
	
=maz(O,K4—e2 1
	
) i+,j,k 
IPi+1,j,k - 2Pijk + Pi— l,j,kI 
iIjjk = 'i+l,j,k + 21'j,j,k + Pi.-1,j,kI 
Typical values for the second and fourth difference damping constants are: 
4	 64
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
The term 1t2 represents a one-dimensional equivalent of the maximim allowable 
time step in the given coordinate direction. The use of this factor introduces an 
eigenvalue scaling into the dissipation operator which minimizes the added dissipation 
in coordinate directions which do not limit the stability of the algorithm. 
The damping scheme described above may be applied directly for inviscid flow 
calculations, but must be modified slightly for viscous flow calculations. As the mag-
nitude of the physical viscous dissipation grows, the artificial dissipation is no longer 
required, and, in fact, can prevent convergence to the desired solution due to the 
complicated interaction between the physical and numerical dissipation structures. 
In order to deal with this problem, a controlling term is added to the artifical dissipa-
tion operator to smoothly eliminate the damping term near solid walls. This scheme 
does not reduce the artificial damping in the freestream, and could interfere with 
larger freestream vortical structures which may not require added dissipation. This 
implementation of the damping scheme is another area requiring future study. The 
dissipation in viscous regions is controlled by a simple one-dimensional function: 
(c2)i+,j,k = T?c2maz ( i1 +l,,k, vi,j,k)
	 (4.55) 
( 64) +,jk = Tmax(O, (c4) - (62)j+1jk)
	 (4.56)
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where:
7r m 
T = 2mijmjt (4.57) 
Here m is the index of the coordinate direction along which the nearest wall is found, 
and mljmjt is an approximate grid reference location for the boundary layer edge. 
This simple model was found to be satisfactory for most calculations, and avoids the 
necessity for finding the true boundary layer edge (if one can actually be defined for 
complicated three-dimensional flows). 
The complete dissipation operator Dj,j,k is constructed as the sum of the dissi-
pation operators in each of the respective coordinate directions as: 
= (Dz)jJ,k + (Dr) i,jk + (D9)j ,j,k	 (4.58) 
4.7 Implicit Residual Smoothing 
Implicit residual smoothing is a technique commonly used for accelerating the 
convergence of explicit time-marching schemes applied to steady flow calculations. 
Since an unsteady flow calculation for a given geometry and grid is likely to be com-
putationally more expensive than a similar steady flow calculation, it would be ad-
vantageous to utilize this acceleration technique for time-dependent flow calculations 
as well. In recent calculations for two dimensional unsteady flows, Jorgensen and 
Chima [24] demonstrated that a variant of the implicit residual smoothing technique 
could be incorporated into a time-accurate explicit method to permit the use of larger 
calculation time increments without adversely affecting the results of the unsteady 
calculation. The implementation of this residual smoothing scheme reduced the CPU
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time for their calculation by a factor of five. This so-called time-accurate implicit 
residual smoothing operator was then also demonstrated by Rao and Delaney [25] 
for a similar two-dimensional unsteady calculation. Although this "time-accurate" 
implicit residual smoothing scheme is not developed theoretically to accurately pro-
vide the unsteady solution, it can be demonstrated that errors introduced through 
this residual smoothing process are very local in nature, and are generally not greater 
than the discretization error. 
In this study, a variant of the time-accurate implicit residual smoothing operator 
described by Jorgensen and Chima [24] was extended to three spatial dimensions 
and implemented in the unsteady solution procedure. The standard implicit residual 
smoothing operator can be written as: 
(1 -
	
- rSrr)(1 -
	
Ri,j,k	 (4.59) 
where Rj,j,k (the residual) is expressed as: 
Rj,j,k = Lt [L(Qjjk) mv + L(QjJ,k)vj3 + D(Qjjk)]
	
(4.60) 
Here the differencing operator 6 is discretized as: 
	
SzzQj,j,k = Qi+1,j,k -	 + 
= Qm,-i-1,k - 2Qm,j,k + 
50o Qm,,k = Q ,j,k+i - 2Q,j,k + 
The reduction is applied sequentially in each coordinate direction as: 
= (1 - EzSzz)_lRj,j,k
45 
R. 
	 z6rr)_1R,j,k -
F1* * i1jlk= (1 - 
..
- z,j,k	 (4.61) 
where each of the first three steps above require the inversion of a scalar tridiagonal 
matrix. The residual smoothing operator is applied at the first and third stage during 
the four-stage Runge-Kutta algorithm. The time-marching scheme then becomes: 
Qi = Qfl - 
Q2 = Qfl - a2R(Q1) 
= Qfl - Q3R(Q2) 
= Qfl - a4R(Q3) 
Qfl+l 
=
	 (4.62) 
For steady flow calculations, a constant value of 6z = er = 69 = 2 is typically 
used to provide accelerated convergence. It can be shown that the Runge-Kutta time 
stepping scheme described in this report becomes unconditionally stable for any time 
step At when e satisfies:
1CFLk 
6i,j,k :5 KCFL'3' 
)2 - 1]	 (4.63) 
i,j,k 
where 61,j,k now varies throughout the grid, and CFLIk represents the local value 
of the CFL number based on the calculation time increment Atij,k, and CFL. i,3, 
represents the maximum stable value of the CFL number permitted by the unmod-
ified scheme. It is obvious then that the residual smoothing operator need only be
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applied in those regions where the local CFL number exceeds the stability-limited 
value, and therefore the local variation of
2 
,7,
i. is determined as: 
= max (o ! CFL,3,k 2 - 1])
	 (4.64) 
' 4ICFL . L 
In this approach, the residual operator coefficient becomes zero at points where the 
local CFL number is less than that required by stability, and the influence of the 
smoothing is only locally applied to those regions exceeding the stability limit. Prac-
tical experience involving unsteady flow calculations suggests that for a constant time 
increment, the majority of the flowfleld utilizes CFL numbers less than the stability-
limited value to maintain a reasonable level of accuracy. Local smoothing is therefore 
typically required only in regions of small grid spacing, where the stability-limited 
time step is very small. Numerical tests both with and without the time-accurate 
implicit residual smoothing operator for the flows of interest in this study were found 
to produce essentially identical results, while the time-accurate residual smoothing 
resulted in a decrease in CPU time by a factor of 2-3. 
4.8 Boundary Conditions 
Inflow and exit boundary conditions are applied numerically using characteristic 
theory. A one-dimensional isentropic system of equations is utilized to derive the 
following characteristic equations at an axial inflow/outflow boundary: 
80	 0c—
	
at - (VZ - a)	 = 0,	 (4.65) Oz	 S 
ac+	 80+
	
0	 (4.66) 
	
+ (VZ + a)	 = 
az
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where:
-	 2a	 2a C V- 	 C+=vz + (4.67) 
In order to efficiently process boundary information in the numerical solution, phan-
tom cells are located just outside the computational domain to permit the unmodified 
application of the interior point scheme at near boundary cells. Boundary condition 
information is effectively introduced into the solution by properly controlling the 
dependent variables in the phantom cells while permitting the application of the 
standard interior point scheme at near boundary cells. 
For subsonic normal inflow, the upstream running invariant C is extrapolated 
to the inlet, and along with the equation of state, specified total pressure, total 
temperature, and flow angle (used to specify the angle of attack), the flow variables 
at the boundary may be determined. It should be mentioned that the effective inflow 
angle may vary for a given block as it rotates about the axis, and therefore the inflow 
angle is actually a function of circumferential position, 9. At the exit, a static pressure 
is specified at the hub for internal flows, and at the outer boundary for external flows. 
The remaining pressures along the outflow boundary are calculated by integrating the 
radial momentum equation:
op - pv 
8r	 r (4.68) 
In this case, the downstream running invariant C+ is used to update the phantom cells 
at the exit boundary. Far-field boundaries also use this characteristic technique based 
on whether the local flow normal to the boundary passes into or out of the domain. 
The solid surfaces (hub, cowl, airfoils) must satisfy flow tangency for inviscid flow: 
il=O	 (4.69)
t:] 
or no slip for viscous flows: 
V = 0,	 yr = 0,	 V9 rw	 (4.70) 
In both cases, we specify no convective flux through the boundary (an impermeable 
surface), and hence, only pressure is needed at the phantom cell. The pressure may 
be extrapolated, or updated using a variant of the normal momentum equation. In 
this case, extrapolation was found to be the most effective technique based on rapid 
convergence and adequate results. In addition, solid surfaces are also assumed to be 
adiabatic, which implies that the normal temperature gradient is also zero. 
4.9 Multiple-Block Coupling 
For the multiple-block C-grid scheme, the solution is performed on a single grid 
block at a time. Special boundary conditions along block boundaries are therefore 
required to provide some transport of information between blocks. This transport 
is provided through a simple procedure which relies on the fact that the grid block 
boundaries have coincident grid points. Since the standard interior point scheme 
is performed at the first grid cell off the block boundary, all that is required is to 
determine the fluxes along the block boundaries themselves. Phantom points are 
provided along each side of a block boundary to accommodate the flux calculation at 
the block boundary cell face. The flow variables in the phantom cells are provided 
by interrogating the corresponding cell in the adjacent block when a particular value 
is required. After each stage of the Runge-Kutta integration for each block, the 
block boundary phantom cells are updated by utilizing the new dependent variable
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values from the adjacent blocks. This direct specification technique was compared 
to a characteristic-based method similar to the inlet and exit boundary condition 
routines, and was found to provide enhanced convergence behavior. 
For ducted configurations, the grid blocks used to discretize the blades are rotat-
ing, while the grid blocks discretizing the cowl and outer flow regions are stationary. 
Under these circumstances, flow variables for the phantom points are found through 
a circumferential interpolation of the neighboring computational blocks based on the 
known angular position of the blades. This technique presumes that the meridional 
coordinates of the grid points along the block boundaries are coincident. It should 
be mentioned that the interpolation technique does not strictly enforce a global con-
servation across the block boundary, although this has not posed a problem in the 
calculations performed to date. 
Artificial damping is applied at the block boundaries by neglecting the fourth 
order derivative term due to the lack of a four point differencing stencil at the bound-
aries. Implicit residual smoothing is applied at the block boundary by imposing a 
zero residual gradient (i.e. (dR/dz) = 0.0) condition at the boundary. 
4.10 Solution Procedure 
The numerical solution is performed in an identical manner for both unducted 
and ducted propfan geometries. Assuming that the numerical grid and flow parame-
ters are known, the time-marching procedure may begin from some set of initial data. 
This initial data is specified as a uniform flow, or may be introduced from a previous 
solution. The time-marching procedure is applied iteratively to update the flow van-
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ables as the solution proceeds. Steady state solutions are deemed converged when 
the average residual R has been reduced by a factor of 10, or when the residual 
has stopped converging. 
For unsteady flows, it is usually best to first obtain a steady state solution for a 
single blade passage, and then duplicate this flow-field for the remaining blade passages 
to construct the initial data for the full rotor for an unsteady solution. The unsteady 
solution may then be advanced in time with a uniformly specified time step, until a 
time-periodic solution is achieved. This normally requires two complete revolutions 
of the rotor.
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5. RESULTS 
Several numerical results from the multiple-block 3D Euler/Navier-Stokes anal
-
ysis code AOA described in Chapter 4 are presented in the sections which follow. In 
most cases, steady flow results are given to verify the accuracy of the formulation be-
fore presenting the unsteady computations. Viscous and inviscid flow calculations are 
presented initially for a 2-bladed SR7 propfan for which both steady state and time-
dependent experimental airfoil surface static pressure distribution data were available. 
Next, the Euler algorithm is utilized to predict the flow about the complete 8-bladed 
SR7 propfan geometry, illustrating the time-dependent formation and dissipation of 
a blade passage shock system. A demonstration of unsteady inviscid flow about 
a generic ducted propfan geometry at angle of attack is presented in the following 
section. Finally, results from viscous flow calculations are compared extensively with 
high speed experimental data for a 1.15 pressure ratio ducted fan configuration. Each 
case is discussed separately in the sections which follow. A summary of the compu-
tational statistics (CPU time, grid size, etc.) associated with each of the calculations 
presented in this report is given in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Summary of computational characteristics for ADPAC test cases 
Test Case Steady/ Viscous/ # Blocks Grid Size Mach Cray-IT CPU 
Unsteady Inviscid (minutes) 
Modane Steady Inviscid 1 135,000 0.2 48 
Modane Steady Viscous 1 135,501 0.2 153 
Modane Unsteady Inviscid 2 151180 0.5 54 (Coarse) 
Modane Unsteady Inviscid 2 195,734 0.5 2322 (Fine) 
Modane Unsteady Viscous 2 131,936 0.5 2546 
SR7 Unsteady Inviscid 8 2371160 0.8 2136 
Ducted SR7 Unsteady Inviscid 40 450,000 0.8 2640 
NASA Fan Steady Viscous 5 183,414 0.75-0.85 210 
NASA Fan Unsteady Viscous 60 488,320 0.20 3361
5.1 SR7 2-Bladed Propfan Modane Tests 
In order to verify the numerics of the aerodynamic solver, several initial calcu-
lations were performed for steady and unsteady flows about unducted propfans. A 
number of experimental studies have been performed for the unducted SR7 propfan 
geometry ranging from scaled wind tunnel tests to in-flight measurements. The SR7 
propfan design utilizes 8 blades with 41 degrees of sweep at the tip. A special hub 
contour is employed to eliminate flow choking at the hub. A description of the SR7 
design parameters is given in Fig. 5.1. 
The first extensive comparison of predicted results for steady and unsteady Un-
ducted propfan flows was performed based on the test of the SR7 airfoil at the Modane 
wind tunnel test facility reported by Bushnell et al. [26]-[27]. In the Modane tests, 
the propfan driver did not have enough power to drive the full 8-bladed configuration, 
so a 2-bladed version was tested instead. The airfoil surfaces were instrumented to 
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Characteristic	 SR-7A 
Number of blades
	 8 lip sweep angle, a
 deg	 41 
Model diameter, cm (in.)
	 62.23 (24.5) 
Tip speed, rn/sec (ft/sec)
	 at 10.669 m(35 000 ft)
	 243.8 (890) 
Power loading, kW/m2 (shp/ft 2 ) I.S.A. altitude
	 256.85 (32) 
Activity factor, AF
	 221 
Integrated design lift coefficient,cLi
	 O.o2 
Airfoils	
NASA 16 and 65/CA 
Ratio of nacelle maximum diameter to propeller diameter
	 0.35 Cruise design Mach number
	 0.80 
Cruise design advance ratio
	 3.06 
Cruise design power coefficient
	 1.45 
a Geometric measurement f rom planform. 
Figure 5.1: SR7 propfan design characteristics
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permit the measurement of steady and unsteady airfoil surface static pressures. 
Both steady and unsteady, viscous and inviscid flow calculations were performed 
for this geometry to facilitate a comparison with the experimental data. An illus-
tration of the numerical grid used for the steady state inviscid and viscous flow cal-
culations are presented in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, repectively. The inviscid grid contained 
120x45x25 points in the axial, radial and circumferential directions, repsectively, while 
the viscous grid numbered 93x47x31. The viscous grid was slightly smaller in the axial 
direction to reduce overall CPU time. The clustering of grid lines near solid surfaces, 
necessary to resolve the blade surface boundary layer flow, is clearly evident in the 
viscous grid. 
Steady flow predictions were compared with experimental data for a nominal 
power coefficient of 0.250. The freestreani Mach number was 0.2, with an advance 
ratio of 0.881. This particular flow condition gives rise to a strong leading edge vortex 
which dominates the flow characteristics of the suction surface of the airfoil, and was 
therefore considered a challenging test case for numerical simulation. 
Predicted steady flow (zero angle of attack) airfoil surface static pressure coeffi-
cient distributions for both inviscid and viscous flow are compared with experimental 
data at spanwise locations of 28.4% and 93.1% (r/R) in Figs. 5.4-5.5, respectively. 
Both Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions produced a leading edge vortex, evidenced 
by the large pressure drop near the leading edge of the suction surface in Figure 5.4. 
The viscous flow calculation more accurately reproduces the experimental findings 
in this region, presumably due to a more accurate representation of the leading edge 
vortex, and in part due to the blockage imparted by the airfoil surface boundary layer.
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Further comparisons with experimental data indicate that the exact location of the 
origin of the leading edge vortex is not adequately resolved in either calculation, and 
indicates that spanwise grid refinement can play a larger role in the accuracy of the 
results than either circumferential or axial grid refinement. The predicted trajectory 
of the leading edge vortex was also somewhat different than the trajectory indicated 
by the experimental data. This feature is best illustrated in the comparison of pre-
dicted airfoil suction surface static to total pressure ratio contours given in Fig. 5.6. 
The predicted contours display a remarkable similarity to the experimental distribu-
tion. The leading edge vortex path is indicated by the region of low pressure bending 
across the suction surface from approximately 30% span towards the airfoil tip. The 
experimental contours suggest that the leading edge vortex remains attached to the 
leading edge, while both viscous and inviscid contours suggest that the vortex drifts 
further aft axially on the blade. This slight discrepancy may be due to several factors. 
The exact deflected airfoil shape and blade setting angle are unknown (experimental 
uncertainty is on the order of 1 degree), which introduces a significant source of error 
in the calculation. In addition, to truly capture the detailed physics of this compli-
cated vortical flow would require grid densities in excess of the present grid system, 
and therefore grid resolution must be considered a potential source of error. 
The viscous flow predictions for this case show some striking aerodynamic fea-
tures resulting from the complicated flow over this highly three-dimensional airfoil. 
The leading edge vortex is clearly depicted in the particle flow trajectories illustrated 
in Fig. 5.7. The influence of the leading edge vortex is depicted by the color static 
pressure contours used to define the blade in this figure. During the development of
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Figure 5.2: 2-bladed SR7 propfan geometry and steady state inviscid calculation 
grid for Modane test comparison
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Figure 5.3: 2-bladed SR7 propfan geometry and steady state viscous calculation grid 
for Modane test comparison
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of predicted and experimental airfoil surface static pressure 
coefficient distributions for 2-bladed SR7 propfan Modane test (28.4% 
span)
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of predicted and experimental airfoil surface static pressure 
coefficient distributions for 2-bladed SR? propfan Modane test (93.1% 
span)
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Leading Edge Vortex 
Figure 5.7: Illustration of predicted turbulent flow leading edge vortex particle tra-
jectory traces for for 2-bladed SR7 propfan
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the viscous flow solution scheme, both laminar and turbulent viscous flow predictions 
were performed for this case, thus allowing some insight into the effects of turbulence 
for highly loaded propfan airfoils. An interesting depiction of the results of this study 
is found in the suction surface shear flow patterns for both laminar and turbulent 
flow predictions given in Fig. 5.8. The shear flow patterns were generated by releas-
ing particles at the first grid point off the surface and tracing the near surface flow 
pattern by restricting the particle paths to the first grid plane off the suction surface. 
This technique is roughly equivalent to a surface oil flow visualization technique. The 
suction surface flow patterns for both predictions clearly reveal the radial secondary 
flows generated by the leading edge and tip vortices. In addition, the laminar cal-
culation reveals a small leading edge separation region near the propfan root leading 
edge. The turbulent flow results shows no such phenomena. As expected, the lam-
inar result also reveals a large region of separated flow near the trailing edge of the 
blade. The low momentum fluid in the separation zone migrates radially outward, 
causing a complicated interaction of leading edge vortex, tip vortex, and radial migra-
tion flows near the tip. By comparison, the turbulent flow prediction shows a much 
smaller region of separation at the trailing edge, and less radial migration, although 
the interacting flows near the tip are no less complicated. These results demonstrate 
the detailed flow patterns which may be captured with advanced, three-dimensional 
viscous flow calculations. 
All of the results for the SR7 presented thus far have been based on a single 
blade passage grid solution. Unsteady flow predictions for the SR7 2-bladed propfan 
were initiated from steady flow results similar to those already presented, although
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slightly fewer grid points were utilized to minimize the computational cost. For the 
unsteady predictions, each single passage grid system was rotated and duplicated to 
discretize the adjacent blade passage, and the full features of the multiple-grid block 
A QA solver were utilized to track the solution for the complete rotor system. For the 
time-dependent calculations, the flow Mach number was 0.5, and the angle of attack 
was 3.0 degrees. Time-dependent inviscid flow predictions were generated for both 
a coarse and a fine grid to illustrate the effects of grid density on the unsteady flow 
predictions. The coarse grid utilized 46x15x11 grid points per blade passage, while 
the fine grid utilized 77x41x31 points per blade passage. Viscous flow predictions 
were performed for a single grid utilizing 56x38x31 points per blade passage. 
A steady state solution was used to initialize the time-dependent calculation. 
For reference, comparisons of predicted and experimental steady flow (zero angle of 
attack) airfoil surface static/inlet total pressure ratio distributions for this case are 
given at 28.4% and 94.4% span in Figs. 5.9-5.10, respectively. As in the previous 
steady flow comparisons, the agreement between predictions and experiment is good. 
Both viscous and inviscid solutions were then initated from the corresponding 
steady state (zero angle of attack) solutions. Roughly two complete revolutions of 
the rotor were required to reach a time-periodic solution. The results presented here 
correspond to the third revolution. 
Several cycles of both the coarse and fine grid inviscid as well as the fine grid 
viscous predicted phase-resolved time-dependent pressure histories are compared with 
experimental data at 64% radial span and 4.9% and 36.7% chord on the airfoil suction
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of predicted and experimental airfoil surface static/total 
pressure ratio distributions for 2-bladed SR7 propfan (28.4% span, 
M=0.5, J=3.06).
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pressure ratio distributions for 2-bladed SB.7 propfan (94.4% span, 
M=0.5, J=3.06).
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(camber) surface in Figs. 5.11-5.12, respectively. The inviscid coarse grid prediction 
is observed to be reasonably accurate in the region downstream of the blade leading 
edge, but fails to correctly predict the amplitude of the unsteady pressure fluctua-
tions in the vicinity of the leading edge. This is clearly attributable to insufficient 
grid resolution, as both the viscous and inviscid fine grid results more closely match 
the experimental data. This trend is evident in nearly every data comparison for this 
case. A similar set of plots is given at 64% span and 4.9%, 10.0%, and 63.3% chord 
for the airfoil pressure (face) surface in Figs. 5.13-5.15, respectively. The comparison 
of time-dependent pressure histories at 4.9% span in Fig. 5.13 is disturbing, since 
the fine grid solutions show a larger deviation from the experimental measurements 
than the coarse grid results. This deviation becomes even more perplexing due to the 
excellent agreement with experimental data at 10.0% chord given in Fig. 5.14. Based 
on these observations, it was concluded that the deviation in Fig. 5.13 was due either 
to experimental error, or is a result of some flow phenomena which is not adequately 
simulated (such as a flow separation or time-dependent vortex development) in the 
present solution strategy. Further comparisons of predicted and experimental data 
for the two-blade SR7 propfan suction surface at 91% span and 27.9% and 69.8% 
chord are given in Figs. 5.16-5.17, respectively. Again, the fine grid results show very 
good agreement with the experimental data, especially near the leading edge, where 
pressure fluctuations are at a maximum. Finally, a similar comparison is given for 
the pressure surface at 91% span at 27.9% and 89.8% chord in Figs. 5.18-5.19, re-
spectively. It was observed that the predicted results demonstrate a slight phase shift 
compared to the experimental data which is accentuated in the comparisons at the
68 
outer (91%) spanwise locations. It appears that the use of the fine grid in the nu-
merical calculation reduces this phase shift in most cases. The difference between the 
experimental and calculation blade shapes under aerodynamic and rotational loading 
could also be a factor in this discrepency. An illustration of the three-dimensional 
viscous flow resulting for this case is given in Fig. 5.20. This figure illustrates the 
2-bladed propfan shaded by instantaneous static pressure color contours and particle 
trajectories emanating from the blade tips. The asymmetric aerodynamic loading 
induced on the propfan spinner and hub by the angle of attack is clearly evident, as 
is the upsweep of the instantaneous particle trajectories from the blade tips. The 
viscous flow results for this case did not differ significantly from the fine grid inviscid 
flow results, presumably because no significant viscous flow phenomena (massive flow 
separation, vortical development, etc.) are present during the unsteady cycle at this 
operating condition. A more interesting comparison would likely result for larger an-
gles of attack or increased blade loading levels, both of which will be areas for future 
investigation.
5.2 SR7 8-Bladed Propfan 
A second unsteady calculation for the SR7 propfan blade geometry was performed 
for the full 8-bladed propfan configuration. Steady state inviscid calculations based 
on this geometry were performed over a wide range of advance ratios and blade setting 
angles for flight Mach numbers of 0.7 and 0.8 under Task I of this contract [10]. 
This test, based on the SR7 8-bladed propfan geometry, corresponds to the nu-
merical test results presented by Nallasamy and Groeneweg [12]. Nallasamy and
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Figure 5.20: Instantaneous propfan surface static/total pressure ratio contours and 
blade tip particle trajectories for 2-bladed SR7 propfan at angle of 
attack (M=0.5, J=3.06, angle of attack = 3 degrees).
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Groeneweg predicted the unsteady inviscid flow about an 8-bladed SR7 propfan at a 
Mach number of 0.8, advance ratio of 3.12, and 4.6 degrees angle of attack. The 3/4 
radius blade setting angle was 60.2 degrees. Their predictions for this case indicated 
the time-dependent formation of a passage shock which develops during the down-
ward (into the angled freestream) motion of the propeller. The shock wave ultimately 
moves forward through the blade passage, and then dissipates as the propeller begins 
to swing upward (away from the angled freestream). Although no experimental data 
were available for comparison, the unsteady shock motion and previous predictions 
make this an interesting case to study. 
An unsteady inviscid calculation was performed for this unducted propfan on a 
system of numerical grids containing 8 blocks (one for each blade passage). The grid 
system utilized a total of 237,160 points as shown in Fig. 5.21. Instantaneous static 
pressure contour plots of a blade-to-blade grid surface corresponding to roughly 50% 
span are given for each of the eight blade passages consecutively in the direction of 
rotation in Figs. 5.22(a)- 5.22(h), respectively for the inviscid flow prediction. These 
plots serve to illustrate the differences in blade passage pressure during each blade 
pitch rotation of the propfan. The passages begin about one blade pitch before top 
dead center and continue in the direction of rotation into the downward sweep. The 
convergence of the contours in Figs. 5.22(a)- 5.22(c) clearly illustrates the formation 
of the passage shock. Figs. 5.22(d)- 5.22(f) portray the motion and simultaneous 
dissipation of the shock as it moves forward through the passage, until it ultimately 
dissappears and renews the time-dependent cycle (Fig. 5.22(h)). This sequence is 
qualitatively identical to the observations reported by Nallasamy and Groeneweg [12]
80 
in their calculations. An instantaneous depiction of the predicted propfan surface 
static/total pressure ratio contours is given in Fig 5.23. The asymmetric hub loading 
and blade passage shock movement are all easily identifiable in the color contours. Of 
particular interest is the noticable change in blade leading edge stagnation point at the 
airfoil root due to the angled freestream. It would appear that the root airfoil section 
should be particularly insensitive to incidence angle for good off-design performance. 
A rotational history of the predicted single blade power coefficient history is given 
in Fig. 5.24(a). A reproduction of a similar plot from Ref. [12] is also illustrated in 
Fig. 5.24(b) for comparison. The present prediction is in good qualitative agreement 
with Nallasamy and Groeneweg's results. Quantitatively, the ADPAC results indicate 
a slightly larger peak to peak variation in the single blade power coefficient history. 
This discrepency is more than likely due to a combination of effects resulting from 
differencies in grid resolution, numerical damping, and/or time step size between the 
two calculations.
5.3 Ducted Propfan Test Case 
Since the ducted propfan is a relatively new area of investigation, there are few 
available experimental or numerical data upon which the present algorithm may be 
compared. Calculations based on existing fan geometries do little to illustrate the 
aerodynamics of advanced ducted propfan geometries, and therefore an unsteady cal-
culation based on a fictitious geometry is initially examined here. The test geometry 
was developed based on the SR7 blade geometry. Since propfan design philosophy 
utilizes cascade flow concepts for the root airfoil sections, it is unlikely that the ad-
Figure 5.21: Full rotor grid for SR7 time-dependent inviscid calculations
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Figure 5.22: Predicted instantaneous propfan inviscid blade passage static pressure 
contours for 8-bladed SR7 propfan at angle of attack (M=0.8)
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Figure 5.23: Predicted instantaneous propfan surface static/total pressure ratio con-
tours for 8-bladed SR7 propfan at angle of attack (M=0.8, angle of 
attack = 4.6 degrees)
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Figure 5.24 Predicted rotational single blade power coefficient histories for 8-bladed 
SR7 propfan at angle of attack (M=0.8, angle of attack = 4.6 degrees) 
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dition of an outer duct would significantly effect the aerodynamics in this region, so 
this geometry was unaltered. However, the near tip region of the blade is not likely to 
be adequately suited for ducting, and, therefore, the blade geometry was created by 
discarding the outer 20% of the SR7 airfoil, and enclosing this clipped eight-bladed 
propfan in a low profile duct. The length of the duct was chosen to be representa-
tive of a high bypass ratio unmixed exhaust flow ducted propfan configuration. This 
geometry is conceptually equivalent to the types of designs expected for the ducted 
propfan concept. 
Inviscid aerodynamic calculations were again performed for both a coarse grid 
and a fine grid solution for the ducted SR7 geometry at a Mach number of 0.8, advance 
ratio of 3.06, and 5 degrees angle of attack. Again, the 3/4 radius blade setting angle 
was 60.2 degrees. Only the results from the fine grid solution are presented here. 
The fine grid solution employed 450,000 grid points and is illustrated in Fig. 5.25. 
For this configuration, the mesh was comprised of 40 separate grid blocks (5 per 
blade passage). A series of instantaneous blade passage static pressure contour plots 
at roughly 50% span are given in Figs. 5.26(a)- 5.26(h) for the fine grid calculation. 
It is immediately obvious that a rather strong passage shock has formed as a result 
of these flow conditions. It is apparent that the blade setting angle is not optimally 
adjusted for this case. The shock oscillates slightly during the course of the revolution, 
but ultimately shows little change as a result of the rotation, and the flow remains 
choked in each passage throughout the cycle. This is a result, in part, of the flow 
straightening effect induced by the duct, which aids to minimize the angle of attack 
flow nonuniformity.. Blade surface fluctuations are seen to be significantly reduced
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by this streamlining effect. An examination of the overall unsteadiness induced on 
the propfan blades is illustrated by the surface static pressure unsteady envelope 
plot given in Fig. 5.27 corresponding to 90% span. The low level of unsteadiness is 
evident from the thin shaded regions defining the unsteady envelope. The influence 
of the passage shock clearly dominates this flow and is clearly displayed in the jump 
in static pressure on the pressure surface at roughly 50% chord. An instantaneous 
propfan surface static pressure contour plot is given for the fine grid calculation in 
Fig. 5.28. The asymmetric loading on the spinner and duct leading edges resulting 
from the angle of attack are clearly evident. 
An interesting comparison of unsteady blade loading between an unducted prop-
fan and a ducted propfan is illustrated in Fig. 5.29. Single blade power coefficient 
rotational history data from the unducted SR7 calculation described in the previous 
section is compared with predicted data from a second calculation for the ducted SR7 
geometry to illustrate the influence of the duct on the time-dependent blade loading. 
In this second ducted propfan calculation, the blade setting angle was increased 3 
degrees to unchoke the flow in the blade passage, and provide a more meaningful 
comparison of results. The overall power coefficient for each case was roughly equiv-
alent. The solutions indicate that the peak time-dependent loading for the ducted 
propfan is roughly 30% of that predicted for an eqivalently-powered unducted prop-
fan. This observation suggests that the addition of the propfan duct could provide 
significant reductions in unsteady blade stress levels and propfan generated noise 
levels resulting from angle of attack over comparable unducted propulsion systems. 
Further investigation is required to verify this result over a wider range of geometries
87 
and operating conditions. 
5.4 NASA 1.15 Pressure Ratio Fan 
The final calculations to be presented were performed for a 1.15 pressure ratio fan 
stage originally tested by NASA [28]-[31] and utilized extensively under this contract 
for analysis [10]. A description of the geometry and design parameters for the NASA 
1.15 pressure ratio fan is given in Fig. 5.30. This fan is representative of a 25:1 bypass 
ratio turbofan engine fan stage, and therefore closely approximates the ducted propfan 
concept propulsion system. During the present study, only viscous flow calculations 
were performed for this geometry, as a detailed presentation of steady state inviscid 
flow calculations was given in a previous report [10]. For this series of calculations, 
it was not possible to exactly match the experimentally measured mass flow through 
the fan due to the expense of iterating on the three-dimensional solution; therefore, 
predictions are based on the flight Mach number and estimated fan rotational speed 
alone. 
Preliminary steady flow calculations were performed to permit a comparison of 
predicted results with the high speed experimental data published in Ref. [28]. A 
meridional view of the geometry and steady flow viscous flow grid system are given 
in Fig. 5.31. Steady flow calculations were performed for flight Mach numbers of 
0.75 and 0.85. The fan rotational speed was based on advance ratios of 2.86 and 
3.22 for the 0.75 and 0.85 Mach number cases, respectively. A comparison of the 
viscous predicted and experimental cowl leading edge surface static pressure ratios is 
given in Fig. 5.33 fora Mach number of 0.75 and an advance ratio of 2.86. Inviscid
88 
Figure 5.25: Full rotor grid system for ducted SR7 propfan geometry
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Figure 5.26: Instantaneous blade passage static pressure contours for ducted SR7 
propfan geometry (M=0.8).
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Figure 5.28: Predicted surface static pressure contours for ducted SR7 propfan ge-
ometry at angle of attack (M=0.8).
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Figure 5.29: Predicted single blade power coefficient rotational histories for ducted 
and unducted 8-bladed SR7 propfans at angle of attack (M=0.8). 
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results from a previous task [10] of this contract are also presented on Fig. 5.33 for 
reference. The agreement between experiment and calculation appears to be very 
good for this case. A similar comparison of results is given for a Mach number of 
0.85 and an advance ratio of 3.22 in Fig. 5.34. Again, the viscous results demonstrate 
good agreement with the experimental data in the high gradient leading edge region. 
The deviation observed between the inviscid results and the experimental data near 
the outer downstream edge of the cowl static pressure distribution was previously 
believed to be due either to a shock-induced flow separation or to a wind tunnel 
sidewall interference effect. An examination of the predicted viscous flow velocity 
vectors in this region given in Fig. 5.32 indicates that the flowfield is is not separated 
downstream of the shock, and that the deviation between prediction and experiment 
is likely due to the wind tunnel sidewall aerodynamic interference. 
The final results to be presented are based on a time-dependent viscous flow 
calculation for the NASA 1.15 pressure ratio fan. The flight Mach number was chosen 
to be 0.20, and the advance ratio was 1.12. The angle of attack was 40 degrees. These 
values were selected to permit a comparison with the low-speed experimental data 
for non-zero angles of attack presented in Ref. [29] for the NASA 1.15 pressure ratio 
fan. The actual wind tunnel velocity for this data was reported to be 144 ft/s, which 
corresponds to a Mach number of approximately 0.12. Unmodified compressible flow 
time-marching schemes typically do not perform well for Mach numbers under 0.2, 
and therfore the calculation freestream Mach number was rather arbitrarily increased 
to avoid low Mach number problems in the numerical solution. The results should 
therefore be interpreted with this discrepency in mind.
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Figure 5.30: NASA 1.15 pressure ratio fan stage geometry (dimensions in cm) 
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Figure 5.31: NASA 1.15 pressure ratio fan viscous flow grid system
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Figure 5.32: Predicted cowl surface velocity vectors in the vicinity of the outer 
surface shock for the NASA 1.15 pressure ratio fan stage geometry 
(M=O.85)
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The full rotor numerical grid is illustrated in Fig. 5.35 and utilized 488,320 points. 
Relatively large grid spacings were utilized near solid surfaces to reduce the compu-
tational cost associated with the time-dependent calculation. The experimental case 
corresponding to this calculation was run at 120% design rotor speed, which equates 
to 10,992 rpm. The low flight velocity, high rotational speed, and large angle of attack 
all contribute to the complexity of this test case. 
During the course of this test calculation, some indications of code instability 
due to small radius cells along the centerline upstream of the spinner leading edge 
were observed. These instabilities occaisionally led to divergence of the solution, and 
should be considered an area requiring future study. Unfortunately, due to contract 
time and CPU time limitations, it was not possible to run this case to a time-periodic 
solution; however, the results are presented here for completeness. 
An illustration of the instantaneous surface static pressure contours for the time-
dependent solution is given in Fig. 5.36. The asymmetric loading on the spinner and 
cowl resulting from the highly angled freestrearn are clearly depicted in the color con-
tours. A comparison of the time-averaged and unsteady blade surface static pressure 
ratio distribution envelopes are given in Figs. 5.37- 5.39 for 10%, 50% and 90% span, 
on the suction and pressure sides of the blade, respectively. The unsteady loading is 
seen to be largest at the hub and the tip of the blade, presumably due to the flow 
directing influences resulting from the proximity of the hub and cowl surfaces. 
One important aspect of ducted propfan performance is the pressure recovery 
of the inlet duct at angle of attack. This aspect of the calculation is illustrated in 
the comparison of experimental and calculated fan face total pressure ratio contours
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Figure 5.33: Comparison of viscous and inviscid predicted and experimental cowl 
surface leading edge static pressure ratio coefficient distributions for 
NASA 1.15 pressure ratio fan (M=0.75)
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Figure 5.34: Comparison of viscous and inviscid predicted and experimental cowl 
surface leading edge static pressure ratio coefficient distributions for 
NASA 1.15 pressure ratio fan (M=0.85)
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Figure 5.35: Full rotor grid system for NASA 1.15 pressure ratio fan
Figure 5.36: Predicted viscous instantaneous static pressure contours for NASA 1.15 
pressure ratio fan at angle of attack. (M=0.20)
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Figure 5.37: Comparison of viscous predicted time-averaged and unsteady envelope 
blade surface static pressure ratio distributions for NASA 1.15 pressure 
ratio fan at angle of attack (10% span, M=0.20)
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Figure 5.38: Comparison of viscous predicted time-averaged and unsteady envelope 
blade surface static pressure ratio distributions for NASA 1.15 pressure 
ratio fan at angle of attack (50% span, M=0.20)
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Figure 5.39: Comparison of viscous predicted time-averaged and unsteady envelope 
blade surface static pressure ratio distributions for NASA 1.15 pressure 
ratio fan at angle of attack (90% span, M=0.20)
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given in Fig. 5.40. The experimental data for this case indicated a significant in-
crease in inlet total pressure loss for incidence angles greater than 30 degrees. This 
deficiency was attributed to flow separation of the cowl internal flow, as indicated by 
the large decrease in total pressure on the windward side of the fan face total pres-
sure contours in Fig. 5.40. A comparison of predicted and experimental cowl surface 
static/inlet total pressure distributions along the windward face of the cowl is given 
in Fig. 5.41. The flow separation previously discussed causes the pressure distribution 
to become relatively flat downstream of the highlight. This feature is evident in both 
experimental and predicted pressure distributions. 
The results presented here illustrate the details available from predictions ob-
tained with the ADPAC analysis code, and the usefulness in assessing off-design 
performance issues associated with ducted propfan propulsion systems operating at 
angle of attack.
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Figure 5.40: Comparison of experimental and viscous predicted instantaneous fan 
face total pressure ratio contours for NASA 1.15 pressure ratio fan 
(M=0.2, angle of attack = 40 degrees).
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
A time-dependent, three-dimensional Euler/Navier- Stokes aerodynamic analysis 
and grid generation scheme has been developed for the numerical analysis of both 
ducted and unducted propfan flowfields at angle of attack. The underlying multi-block 
discretization scheme utilizes a single H-type grid per blade passage for unducted 
propfans, and a coupled system of five grid blocks utilizing an embedded C-grid 
about the cowl per blade passage for ducted propfans. Aerodynamic predictions 
were verified through comparisons with steady state and time-dependent experimental 
results for an advanced unducted propfan design, and a ducted 1.15 pressure ratio 
fan. Time-dependent calculations for single rotation propfans at angle of attack 
have demonstrated good agreement with experimental data and other predictions. 
The capability of accurately simulating the time-dependent aerodynamics about a 
complete ducted propfan at angle of attack has been demonstrated. 
Several comments are in order concerning the various numerical techniques ap-
plied in this study. It is apparent that the simple boundary layer dissipation operator 
and algebraic turbulence model are not well suited for the complex vortical flows 
encountered in modern propfan blade designs. The time-accurate implicit residual 
smoothing algorithm can decidedly influence the nature of a solution when a large 
CFL number (and hence, excessive damping) is employed. The accuracy of the anal-
110 
ysis can be swayed by additional factors, including the unknown deflected shape of the 
propfan blade, errors introduced through poor grid resolution, turbulence modeling, 
and artificial dissipation. In spite of the known algorithmic deficiencies, the analy-
sis has successfully predicted the time-dependent flow about ducted and unducted 
propfans at angle of attack, and has demonstrated good agreement with available 
experimental data.
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